RPC 2018-014

Regarding Washington County Sheriffs’ use of
Amazon.com’s “Rekognition” Facial Recognition Program

(A) WHEREAS, the Washington County, Oregon Sheriffs’ Department is the sole uninterrupted United
States program participant1,2, who, with little public disclosure began using in 2017 a pilot facial
recognition program developed by Amazon.com, known as Rekognition, along with consulting services,
to provide real-time facial recognition3;
(B) WHEREAS, a non-disclosure agreement between Amazon.com and the Washington County Sheriff’s
Department has made details surrounding these agreements difficult to obtain4, leaving many open-ended
questions on the details of the program’s capabilities and usage that may affect county residents adversely
and may set a bad precedent for the United States at large;
(C) WHEREAS, organizations including the Electronic Freedom Foundation (EFF) and the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), have noted many potential problems, most notably false positives,
affecting various facial recognition technologies (including Rekognition), particularly a recent test
showing false positive identification largely of members of the Congressional Black Caucus5, which
reflect the systemic problems in the recognition of people of color, younger people and women;
(D) WHEREAS, difficulties in facial recognition of various population groups may be exacerbated by
documented situations of biased law enforcement agency practices6; and
(E) WHEREAS, Amazon.com’s own shareholders7 and employees8 have joined many groups in writing
letters of opposition to these technology agreements, reflecting very broadly-based concerns regarding the
development of a wide spread “big brother” presence that blurs the boundaries of private commercial and
government control of surveillance and other personal information data;
THEREFORE, We the Washington County Democratic Central Committee (WCDCC) of Oregon,
Resolve as follows:
1. We the WCDCC, make a formal public records request for details of this agreement regarding
local usage of Rekognition software and request that this information be made public at a publicly
announced meeting where the Washington County sheriff’s department and Amazon.com speak
on this issue and active participation, and public input be encouraged from community residents
and other parties such as elected officials, the ACLU and EFF;
2. We question the wisdom and public benefit of merging government surveillance data and
privately owned and controlled surveillance data, since the usage and availability of such merged
data might be made available to other private entities and would make security of such private
data difficult or impossible to control;

3. We request our County Commission and chair9 as well as other elected local, state and
congressional representatives, conduct appropriate reviews of public and remaining non-public
details of the Amazon/Washington County Sheriffs agreement, and provide public disclosure,
oversight or legislative corrective action is needed, and establish a community oversight body;
and
4. We encourage and will help existing local and national groups interested in building a local
community group effort to develop local ordinances to protect public and personal privacy in all
areas of technology innovation (cell-site simulators, drone usage, etc. as well), working with and
learning from other similar high tech community efforts (Santa Clara County, CA10, Seattle, WA
along with Los Angeles, CA11).
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